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Financial Institutions in t~e European Community 

Speech by Christopher Tugemlhat, Member of the EEC Commission 
at the Edinburgh Chamber of Connnerce: Evening of 18 March 1977 

Introduction 

Gratitude to the Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce for invitation 
to speak on a subject for which I have primary responsibility within 
the European Commission. 

2. As the Commissioner responsible, in addition to the Community 
budget, for financial institutions, which means all Community 
legislation in the fields of banking and insurance, as well as 
stock market operations and investment, I have taken the opportunity 
of this visit to Scotland to make my first speech on this important 
subject. Tonight I will try to explain what we in the Community, 
and in particular we in the Commission, are trying to do, and why I 
think this is helpful to the European industries concerned, including 
those of the UK. First, however, I want to put the subject in its 
context and discuss briefly why we are bothering to act at all at 
the European level. 

Freedom of establishment and services 

3. People are familiar with the idea of the free movement of 
goods across frontiers. They have also heard about the lowering 
of tariff barriers, and they welcome the opportunity to travel 
freely throughout the Community. Th~y are however less aware of 
the advantages to be gained from freedom of services and the extent 
to which these can directly benefit the public. One obvions 
example is the recent simplification of holiday motor insurance 

!/ : .. :. 
·among the Nine. A small thing, but of direct benefit to thousands 
of.ordinary holidaymakers. 

\ . 

1 
• 4. The Treaty of Rome is quite explicit that existing obstacles I ·. 

r' to freedom of establishment and the service should be abolished and 
the creation of new obstacles should not be allowed. For a variety 
of reasons it is only recently that significant progress in the 
Cormnunity in freedom of services has begun to be made. It will 

, however be a priority of this Commission. You may have noticed 
',, . . tha~/doctors were recently enabled to practice freely within the 

''·, .-~ --.. , \Community: nurses, dentists and lawyers will soon be able to do 
---.J_ . ..:_:.-tne same. 

5. What I want to see is the same degree of freedom for bankers, 
insurance brokers and agents and people involved in investment -
on both a company and individual basis. There is no reason why it 
should not happen, but it will require hard work and persuasion, 
including possibly the use of the Court against those who are 
accustomed to sheltering behind the existing barriers. To be 
successful those in the Cormnunity engaged in the battle will want 
the active support and collaboration of those banking,insurance 
and investment interests which stand to gain from a freer market. 

6. Our aim is to create a common market in banking, insurance 
and investment. Some of you may feel that UK industries in these 
fields have done perfectly well in the past without a common market. 

/In my view 
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ln mv v1.ew this is shortsighted. I fully endorse the view that 
~ritish banking and insurance has a record to be proud of. In 
197L~, the latest year for which f:tgures are available, the UK 
insurance industry provided 46% of the total UK invisible income 
while banking contributed another 14% - 60% in all. Banking and 
insurance are quite evidently successful and thriving and I 
believe can benefit still further from, and make constructive 
contribution towards, the existence of a genuine common market 
in Europe. The European market is the home market and all 
insurance and banking industries of Europe, including that of 
tne UK, must regard it as such. 

7.. The creation of a common market does not of course ]lf'3f'l 
harm0nisation for its own sake. It is right to be againsf-the 
h.:::.rmrmisr:ltion of national habits and traditions implied 'in such 
un.ne'::essary and unwanted things as Euro-bread and Euro-beer. But 
beC9use things can be taken too far does not per se invalidate 
U1~ underlying principle: a degree of Community-wide standardisation 
of the rules and practices governing both the ind\,lstrial and 
:.'?~.·..rice sectors of the economies of the Nine is b;>th inevitable 
c.illd positively desirable. 

8~ To take an example in the banking sector: banks must be 
{a.i.rly stringently regulated in order to ensure the safety of 
peoples' deposits; insurance companies.nrust maintain proper 
r~scrves against all the claims that mLght be made on them and 
tho3~ reserves must be readily realisable in a crisis. And so 
of'\. t\s far as we in the Corrnnission are concerned, it is no part 
of our objective to interfere with regulations or administrative 
~racti.ces of this kind if by doing so we would weaken the proper 
procection of the savings of the public. Rut the form these 
protections take differs sometimes fairly fundamentally from one 
Community country to another, mostly as a result of history and 
cKperlcnce but also, in some cases, because of a dffierent· 
political philosophy. And these differences often constitute 
real bnrriers to free business competition across national 
frontit~rs. · Some degree of harmonisation to get over these 
prohlcms is necessary. 

q, ~Jhat we have done in our Directives ·· these are the means 
by which we can get changes in national laws - is to concentrate 
on the basic principles in each case, as a starting point of 
cornnton --:~ccord, and then to leave the various national authorities 
anc.l :tnterests concerned to develop by collaboration among 
themst?.lves a gradually more common approach. In other words, it 
is the .Lndustries themselves, which, over a period of time, will 
h~ve a rnajor say in how the Common Narket in insurance, banking 
3Pd investment develops. This is as it should be. 

;o~ It is obvious from what I have said so far that t~e process 
c£ achieving a Corrnnon Market in services is a slow one. Law 
making in the Community is slew- sometimes painfully so. But we 
2re after all bringing nine countries and nine different 
traaitions together into a single whole. 
i' ·. 

· ... .................... Against this background, what are we doing in the Commission? 
'~•.-..-... ""'' I w·ill turn first to insurance. 

/Insurance 
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Insurance 
12. The main legislation so far in the insurance field has been 
the Directive on non-life insurance adopted by the Council of 
Ministers in 1973 and.which has been in application (except in 
two defaulting countries) since February of 1976. This Directive 
set a common standard of licensing requirements and financial 
guarantees to protect solvency, and thu~. has removed most if not 
all the difficulties in the way of estal1·: ishment.. For example, ' 
under these provisions British insurers r stablishing in other 
EEC countries will no longer have to pre ide caution deposits; 
all that will be needed will be a certii cate from their control 
authority to the effect that they have 1 e requ!.site solvency 
margin. A very similar directive doing t:he same thlng for life
assurance is now being discussed in the Council of Ministers and 
might well be adopted later this year. I suspect that there will 
be a considerable Scottish interest in this measure. 

13. Freedom of services is the next step in the creation of the 
Common insurance market but is a matter of considerable 
controversy. Many governments are concerned at allowing non
established insurers to offer their services in their countries 

.because they fear among other things a we~kening of t~e protection 
of the insured. We in the Connnission rv1ve made a proposal on non
life services - it had its first di.scussion in the Council a week 
or so ago - which is based on two ri~latively simple propositions: 

a) it is not reasonable to make freedom of s~rvices in non-life 
insurance wait for full coordination because this would take 
decades; 

b) it is not reasonable to expect countries to fac.e the upheavals 
of full freedom-of services for all forms of non-life 
insurance in one go, because undoubtedly protection of the 
insured is vital in many kinds of risk. 

14. So our proposal seeks to liberalisP. the markets at this . 
stage only for transport and certain classes of large industrial 
and commercial business~ We want to proceed by doing away with 
the requirement for prior approval by each contrpl authority of 
the general and specific conditions of policies ~nd tariffs - as 
many of you may know these controls are common op the Continent. 
We also suggest that for these big conmercial risks the parties 
should be allowed to choose the law under which the contracts be 
written. All other risks, including of course all personal 
insurances, would be left subject to local legislation until more 
coordination has been achieved. 

l5o Now it is no secret that the insurance industries of some 
European countries are strongly opposed to the deg:-ee of 
liberalisation this proposed directive would provide. We in the 
Commission believe, hor.vcver, that it is very much in the interests 
of the European const~er and I run very pleased that the British 
industry supports the proposal. Noneth(~less, great efforts are 
being made by some representatives in the European Parliament to 
block this proposal, and it will be up to the Br.-.ttish insurance 
industry to put up a vigorous defence of its interests. So far 
those member countries who are against liberaJ.isation have had 
things too much their ovm way in Par1L·l!.1ent on thts directive -
it .is urgent that those who represent insurers who believe in 
freedom of services make their voice f oL t. I ~·.ommcnd the efforts 
of the British Insurers European Committcf; and of the United 
Kingdom insurance brokers European Cormn:f.tteE: in this d.irection 
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and urge them and the secti.ons .,f the insurance iJldustry they 
represent to continue their effrn-t s. 

16. In many respects the European legislative process is more .. 
like the American than it is the British: it has many stages, marly 
forums and at each stage a nt.~ set of interests interlock, out 
of which the final common denominator erne.rges. I said earlier 
that the legislative process in the Community is long-winded and 
slow. It does have the advantage of enabling all view points to 
be heard. And in such a process, as the French say, he who is 
absent is always in the wrong: there is, to put it bluntly, no 
substitute for continuous and persistent lobbying for one's 
point of view. 

17. Freedom of services is important - even though so far we 
are only talking about the sector of non-life insurance - because 
it is the key to a real Conm1on M.arket and because it will be a 
precedent for life-assurance and other matters in due course. ·~ 
Even if Scottish insurers are more :tnterested in life-assurance 
than this particular directive, I believe that a ~nited effort 
by the insurance industry in thls country is now called for to 
demand the implementation of the Treaty ia insurance, both this 
proposed services directive a:nd other~ that will follow. 

Banking 
18. In the banking arcc:: there is another major example of our 
efforts to fulfil the objectives I spoke about earlier. For 
banking and credit institutions in gene~al the freedoms of 
establishment and services which were the subject of a directive 
adopted in 1973 are j_n pr"~ctice little used. Partly this i5 
because banks have found ways of tvorkinp, ;.vith eacp other in the 
different countries, and so have not set up there or.sought 
customers directly, and partly it is because the central baPk 
control systems have differed so fundamentally in the past. 

19. So in 1974 we sent a draft directiv•.::- to the Council which 
has been under discussion ever 'since. Thls proposal seeks to 
establish certain corrunon principles or gu.Lde-lines on a limited 
number of important supervisory questions., Few, if any,, changes 
in national legislation arc called for by this proposal, but a 
great deal of reliance is placed on close cooperation between the 
control authorities. I~ is our hope that this measure will be 
adopted in the near future; when it is, tne necessarily lengthy 
process of integrating the Conum1.:r:1ity 1 ~ l.>anking markets and 
bringing about the day when free branching anywhere among the 
Nine is possible, will be one step further on. 

20. Further banking directives will be put forward after 
consultation with the banking associations and between the 
supervisory authoriti~s. 1\vo such additional steps are already 
under discussion, one concerning the i_nt:ecnational exchange of 
credit information and the other the possibility of some kind 
of Community system of deposit insurance. 

Investment 
21. There are also e:<.c:m1ples of ou.r proposals in the field of 

/investment 
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investment. As is widely known, the official secvrities markets 
in the nine EEC countries offer greatly differing opportunities 
both to investors and to firms seeking to raise investment 
capital. We have based our proposals on the creation of a 
framework ensuring the proper operation of the maTkets, and on the 
protection of savings by higher and more equivalept standards of 
information. Directives have been forwarded to t~e Council on 
the contents of prospectuses and the procedures for ad~ission to 
quotation on stock exchanges. Further directives in the course 
of preparation will cover information to be released regularly 
by listed companies, and the abuse of insider tra~Ung. 

22. There is one other directive in this area I would cite as 
it is perhaps of some interest to a Scottish audience~ This is 
a proposal concerning the stn1cture and operation of unit tnists. 
Unit trusts, ;!;-, our view, ate a useful vehicle fot· the investments 
of the small saver, and for that reason it is part~cularly 
important that their structure should be sound. So our draft 
makes such trusts located in any Member State subject to a single 
set of legal and supervisory provisions, regardless of whether 
they operate in one or several countries of the Community: the 
home State becomes responsible for governing the trust wherever 
it may offer its units or invest its monies within the EEC. We 
were not however able to reach agreement on similar '.mification 
of marketing rules, so this question has had to be left over for 
a further directive in due course. 

23. Other aspects of unit tn.1st legislation wh1.ch arc treated 
in the directive include the relationship of the trust and the 
management company, restrictions imposed on investment policy, 
information which must be made available, the autt'lorlsation and 
supervisory machinery, and collaboration be~ween ~atio~al 
supervisory authorities. Of these points, the only one I might 
comment on today is that covering investment policy. He:re the 
main problem vJas a difference of view betHeen countries over the 
extent to ~lhich it is desirable for a unit tnlSt to be able to 
invest in other unit trusts: some countries wished to p.:ohibit 
this completely, others to allow it up to a certain proportion 
of assets. As a kind of compromise, we suggest that a ceiling 
of 10 per cent should be permitted., I know that this does not 
go as far as the United Kingdom would have wished, but: I believe 
that cur suggestion of a compromise formula is rcali;:,tic in the 
circumstances. 

24. Our directive thus represents a first step in the process 
of standardising the rules in this important sector of ~h~ 
investment market, and when adopted should help prev·~n': lOS type 
prob1ems, in the Community. There are other proposals Ln the 
field of investment which I do not have time ior in Lhis speec~~~ 
though during question tir.1e I would be glad tn go into our ideAs 
on a vo lunt.::ry European code of c.onduct in s~cur:!.ti.t:·~~ transactions 
if anyone is interested. 

\ 

f."Sfhang,e Cont.E.£l 

25. You will recall that at the Leginning ci' this 6'peech I 
i 

/mentioned 
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mentioned what the Treaty has to ~;ay about the "progressive 
liberalisation of the movement of capital" and yov may well ask, 
does not excha::·;ge control muke nonsense of all our efforts to 
integrate markr:ts in these various ~.<!a)'s 1 It is of course true 
that not all b;~king transactions are yet free from exchange 
controls, and I<or certainly are investments in th~ securities 
markets. But some countries do allow such transfers and for 

r 

them at least our directives are of immediate assistance. . 
Secondly:~ even a diffi.cult Ctise like the United Kt.ngdom is under, 
time constraints for the abandonment of controls on capital 
movements within the Corrmruni ty. 

26. Now obv:f.ously no one expects a country in such .balance of 
payments difficulties as ours to abandon all exch~nge controls 
at a stro:<e. · Is it however so inconceiv~;ble that abandorunent 
might be phased? If so, r:1lgh t i. t not be 1 c~ast damaging to begin 
the dismantling of cont r:ols -:.1ith small peL·sonal payments for 
investment purposes, pt:rhap~; beginning with mainl¥ limited 
antounts. If thi.s were to tlaf.'pen our ldeas on uni~ tn.tsts for 
example would b !Come ver; timely. The freeing of cepital 
movement in the Comnun tty \·lould of course have to b(:; much more 
substantial for free trading of, say, clearing b~nks in the 
Nine, to become a reality. 

27. Here, a •..;ord of v.:a~nin~_; is in o.:-dc·~ Exchapge control may 
prevent or C(~r;::,'iinly h:I.u:.:ler th"? sr:.ead of 1JK banking in thE' rest 
of Europe, but it would be a mi;,take to think tha~ it will protect 
the immediate horne market' agaLnst competttion from the rest of the 
Nine. My contacts with Germ<.m b.1.nks have shown that they intend 
to follow their clients roum:l Europe - much as American barks did 
when establishing in Europo., and in London especially, durint, the 
1950s and 1960s. The British banking industry, like its continental 
counterparts, must develop a conscious and determined European 
strategy and must put the necessary pressure on government to 
remove or modify obstacles in its way. If they do not, they will 
gradually lose o~t to Europe:1n corr,petition and the business that 
could have been theirs will go to their competitors elsewhere in 
the Corrnnunity. 

The future -
28. This is perhaps the moment to say a. ,.,:ord about our plans 
for the t'ltur-:?, Ii:l insur~nce we still hav2 to get the important 
--~stabl i sh:nent c;:crdina ti.on directive on 11. i_"e-assurance through 
the Council. That will then have to be fo.L lowed py a measure on 
~recdom of services. ~1ce that is done the basic framework will 
be in place, and on that· we can build a seri.es of coordinating 
measures of narrower application dealing with particular problems 
:::>r distortions. Our present (Hscussions axe about: motor insurance, 
atomic energy insurance, i~Jsurance contract law, tiCCounts of 
insurance companies, and liquidation let;iElation. 

29. In banking and U1e credit industry, I explained that the 
coordination directive being discussed in the Cou..1cil only sets 
iJ few of the principles of sup~rvisiono i·hthin t;Jrle machinery that 
•.• irective wi.ll create we then have to refine thos~ general 
principles, perhaps designing specific directives about some of 
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them (such as licensing criteria, liquidity control or relations 
with third countries) or specialised directives about some kinds 
of credit activity which do not easily fit the general pattern -
building societies, perhaps, or leasing. There are also certain 
other important topics under discussio~ such as deposit insurance 
schemes, accounts and inflation accouo•~ing, and the secrecy 
provisions. 

30. ·In investment, in addition to tile points mentioned earlier, 
the future programme is likely to cover other kinds of investment 
vehicles such as investment trusts or pension funds, with the 
object of enabling them to operate anywhere in the Comnrunity, and 
also rules covering stock-brokers and jobbers. I cannot be more 
precise about this area today becat,se our progr~~e is at present 
being reviewed in conjunction with the European Committee of 
Stock Exchanges. 

Conclusion 

31. So what does all this add up to? You may say a lot too 
much government interference. As a Conservative I am second to 
none in my desire to see a reduction in government regulation and 
control of our daily lives, but here I think we must distinguish 
between the process and the end. The fact is that legislation in 
the Community is ultimately a negotiation between governments in 
the Council of Ministers. Unless and until su~h time as the I 
European Parliament becomes a legislative as well as a deliberating 
body, this degree of government involvement will continue to be 
th~ case. f. 
32. As I have said before this means of course that you must 
keep British Ministers and UK government departments. fully 
informed, at all stages, of your views. Secondly, it·has of 
course to be recognised that the Continental European approach to 
the role of government in such matter~ as banking, insurance and 
investn1ent has historically been different from that of the UK: 
government authorities have been much more interventionist both 
in the name of an orderly market and to protect the constuner. In 
the UK the traditional attitude has been much more one of caveat 
emptor. For a variety of reasons which I will not go into-nere 
out of which you will be fully aware, the British situation is 
changing. Consumer Protection legislation for instance inevitably 
implies more government, or government-inspired regulation of 
industry and services in the.fu.ture. 

33. It could therefore be said that to a certain exte11t UK 
practice is in any case moving somewhat towards the Ccntinental 
European. But more and more goverrunent regulatton is not 
inevitable. Just a_s Britain is being influenced by cr)r~inental 
traditions, so I would like to see the continentals adopt some 
of the creative free market traditions of t:he UK. It is a (ruestion 
of balance, and the extent to which those of you who ar~ affected 
by these developments choose to get involved in tht2m, will he1.p 
dete'rmine w!1ere that point of balance is foundo 

34. Once again I return to the theme of i::1volvement. I want 
tonight to makea pledge to you: that we in the Comrission will 
do our best at all stages to consult your' representative European 

/bodies 
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bodies and, so far as we can, take account of your views. Some 
of your representative bodies have already been to see me. This 
I welcome and hope that more will do so in the future. I think 
that in the fields of banking insurance and invesl:ment the 
Commission already has a good record of consultation: .r intend 
that this should conti:nue and where possible be improved. I and 
my staff, some of ·whom are here tonight, are there to bring about 
enlightened but workable European lE.gislation in these fields. 
We are laying what we hope will be the ground work.. The rest is 
up to you. 

35. I am convinced that the opportunities offered by this 
enlarged backdoor step to industries as healthy and adventurous 
as British insurance, banking and investment is very considerable 
and that your inventiveness will find new \vays of making money in 
Europe not hitherto thought o!p So can I urge you tonight to put 
new vigour into your European strategies, or, if you do not have 
one yet, to thi.nk serlously about one? Your European competitors 
are not sleeping. As we know, what is good for General Motors 
may not necess:arily,always be good for the USA, but I do believe 
that on the whole what is good for Europe is good for the UKft 
And vice versa. So I hope that over the .. next four years we can 
work together towa:..·ds the realisati.on of a true CQrmnon Market in 
these .tleld.;,. 
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